Bethany Results from Nov. 2nd Show at Grier

TEAM OVERALL: 2nd PLACE, 3 way tie between Bethany, Pitt and Seton Hill

Ali Malcanas
5th Open equitation over fences
6th open equitation on the flat

Jenna Nuth
Did not place

Sara Wagner
1st place Intermediate equation on the flat

Brooke Belden
2nd place intermediate equitation on the flat

Kelly Leihy
1st place novice equitation on the flat

Desiree Podgorski
1st Advanced WTC equitation on the flat

Grace Beck
4th place advanced WTC equation on the flat

Julie Bromyard
5th advanced WTC equation on the flat

Ashley Worst
2nd Beginner WTC equation on the flat

Vanessa Chisler
5th place WT equation on the flat